CHAPTER V

THERMOSOLUTAL CONVECTION OF MICROPOLAR FLUIDS
IN THE PRESENCE OF SUSPENDED PARTICLES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The heat and solute being two diffusing components, thermosolutal convection is the
general term dealing with such phenomena. The buoyancy forces can arise not only
from density differences due to variations in temperature, but also from those due to
variations in solute concentration. When a stably stratified body of fluid has horizontal
temperature and salinity gradients are present, but no horizontal density gradient, it may
be unstable to infinitesimal disturbances. These instabilities were first noticed in the
context of the mixing of water masses in the oceans. Brakke [1955] explained a
double-diffusive instability that occurs when solution of a slowly diffusing protein is
layered over a dense solution of more diffusing sucrose. Convection that is dominated
by the presence of two components is very conmion in geophysical systems and has
been the subject of many studies since Stem [1960] realized the important implication
of an 'oceanographical curiosity' (Stommel, Arons and Blanchard [1956]).The problem
of thermosolutal convection (double-diffusive convection) in a layer of fluid heated
from below and subjected to a stable solute gradient has been studied by Veronis
[1965]. Themosolutal convection problems arise in oceanography, limnology and
engineering. Examples of particular interest are provided by ponds built to trap solar
heat (Tabor and Matz [1965]) and some Antarctic lakes (Shirtcliffe [1964]). The
physics is quite similar in the stellar case in that helium acts like salt in raising the
density and in diffusing more slowly than heat. The conditions under which convective
motions in double-diffusive convection are important (e.g. in lower parts of the Earth's
atmosphere, astrophysics and several geophysical situations) are usually far removed
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from the consideration of a single component fluid and rigid boundaries and therefore it
is desirable to consider a fluid acted on by a solute gradient and free boundaries. Stem
[1967] showed that for unbounded bodies of water with uniform horizontal temperature
and salinity gradients and where the fluxes were dominated by salt fingers, the fluid
was always unstable to motions that took the form of almost horizontal interleaving
convection layers. This analysis was extended by Toole and Georgi [1981] with the
inclusion of viscous effects. The layered double-diffusive convection in a porous media
has been considered by Griffiths [1981].The case of fluids with uniform salinity
gradients when the fluxes are driven by other mechanisms has been looked at by
McDougall [1985] who assumed that the fluxes were proportional to the salinity
difference between the convective layers and independent of the layer thickness and by
Holyer [1983], who assumed that the fluxes were driven by molecular diffusivities. In
all these cases where an unbounded fluid has uniform horizontal and vertical
compositional gradients, the fluid is always unstable and so considerations of marginal
stability are inappropriate. A broad view of the subject of double-diffusive convection
is given by Brandt and Fernando [1996]. The most intensively studied double-diffusive
system is thermosolutal (thermohaline) convection in which the fluid density depends
on heat and solute concentrations.
The multidiffusive convection can occur in a fluid subject to a gravitational field when
the fluid contains at least two components with different molecular diffusivities each of
which affects the density of the fluid. Chemists prefer to use the term "isothermal
ternary system", referring to a solvent and two solutes or polymers, or "non-isothermal
binary system", thus distinguishing between thermal and other diffusion processes.
Huppert and Turner [1981] placed a hot layer of KNO3 solution under a cold, lighter
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NaNOs layer, taking care to minimize the mixing and to produce a sharp (triplediffusive) interface. The rapid convective heat transfer through the interface led to the
growth of crystals on the bottom, so that the density of the residual lower solution
decreased. When it became equal to that in the upper layer, the interface broke down
and the layer mixed thoroughly together. This is the behaviour to be expected in a
basaltic magma chamber, with nearly equal viscosities of the two layers. Turner [1985]
has studied multicomponent convection and has emphasized the very broad range of
disciplines in which the effects of multicomponent convection should be taken into
account, which lead to dynamic instabilities, often well before a fluid system would
become statically unstable. Sharma and Kumar [2000] have studied the thermosolutal
convection of micropolar fluids in hydromagnetics and have found that magnetic field
and solute parameter have stabilizing effect on the system. Sharma [2001] has studied
the thermosolutal convection of micropolar fluids in porous medium and has found that
medium permeability has destabilizing effect on the system. Sharma and Sharma [2000]
have studied the thermosolutal convection of micropolar fluids in hydromagnetics in
porous medium and have found that

magnetic field and solute parameter have

stabilizing effect on the system while medium permeability has destabilizing effect on
the system. Sharma and Dutt [2006] have studied the effect of suspended particles on
micropolar fluids on thermosolutal convection of micropolar fluids in porous media.
Keeping in mind the importance and relevance of double-diffusive convection with
suspended particles (fine dust) in biomechanics, chemical engineering, geophysics and
colloidal suspensions industries, the present chapter, therefore, deals with the
thermosolutal convection in micropolar fluids in the presence of suspended particles.
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5.2 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND DISTURBANCE
EQUATIONS
Consider the stability of an infinite, horizontal layer of an incompressible electrically
conducting micropolar fluid of thickness d permeated with suspended particles (or
fine dust). This fluid-particles layer is heated and soluted from below but convection
sets in when the temperature gradient [^ = \ ^y^

) between the lower and upper

boundaries exceeds a certain critical value. This is the Rayleigh-Benard instability
problem in the presence of salinity gradient in micropolar fluids.
Let kj,C,S'

denote, respectively, the analogous solute conductivity, the solute

concentration and the analogous coupling between spin flux with that solute flux.
The mass, momentum, internal angular momentum, internal energy balance equations
using the Boussinesq approximation are
Vv=0,

(5.1)

[ i _ + v - v l v = - — V / 7 + —(// + «-)V'v + — V x ^ - f l + ^ l g ^ ^ + —/:yv(M-v), (5.2)
\ot
)
/?o
Po
Po
\ Po)
Po

PojiY + v-'v]3^{e' + ^')v(v-^)+/V^^+fcVxv-2/a9,

(5.3)

p^c(^ + v-w\T + mNc \ ^ + u-V\T = kj.V^T + 5(vx^)-WT,
\ot
J
\ot
)

(5.4)

/?ocJT^ + v - v | c + /nAfr , | ^ + M-V|c = )t;v'C + ^'(vxt?)-VC,
dt
dt

(5.5)

where the equation of state is given by
p^p,[\-a{T-T,) + a'{C-cX

(5.6)
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where p^J^Xo

are reference density, reference temperature and reference solute

concentration at the lower boundary and

a, a

are the coefficients of thermal

expansion and the analogous solvent coefficient respectively.
The equations of motion and continuity for the particles are
mN

+ M - V U^KN{V-U),

(5.7)

dt

— + V{Nu)=0.
dt

(5.8)

Now we consider the stability of the system wherein we give small perturbations on the
initial state and on seeing the reaction of the perturbations on the system.
The steady state solution of the governing equations (5.1)-(5.8) is given by
v = 0 , M=0, 7} = 0, iV = yVo(constant), T^T^-fiz,
p = p^{\ + aPz-a/3'z),

^
P = P^-gp^

afiz'
z +—

C = p'z-C^,
a'P'z'^
—

T-T
C -C
where p^ is the pressure at z = 0 and P = — -, ft' = -^
d

(5.9)

are the magnitudes of

d

uniform temperature and concentration gradient, respectively.
Let

V(M,V,H'),

u{i,r,s),

a,N,Sp,

Sp, 0

and y

denote,

respectively, the

perturbations on fluid velocity v(0,0,0), particles velocity M(0,0,0), spin??, particles
number density A^^, pressure p, density p, temperature T and solute concentration C,
so that the change in density Sp caused by the perturbations 0 and y in temperature
and concentration is given by
Sp = -p,{a0-ay).
Then equations (5.1)-(5.8) yield the perturbation equations
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(5.10)

Vv=0,

(5.11)

yOof - ^ + V • V V = -Wdp + (// + X-)V^v + v(VX6))+ g/?oM-oc'r)e^ + KN^{ u-v),

(5.12)

(5.13)

H,\ — + V-V
[dt

\

(5.14)

H^-.,.V 2^ =/?'(w +/i,^)+X-;VV+-^^[^r• (Vxd))-(7xd))^ •/?'],

(5.15)

mNA—+M-V

(5.16)

u =

KNQ{V~U),

dM
+ VM=0,
dt

(5.17)

where H, =l + /i,, h,=^,

f =' ^

_N_

and M =

/?0

Using the non-dimensional numbers
z = zd,

d = pdd\

r = j3'df,

t=^ t \
H
fCf

d

d

d^ ^

v= ^ v \
d

_*

(5.18)

d^

and then removing the stars for convenience, the non-dimensional forms of equations
(5.11)-(5.17)become
(5.19)

Vv=0,
+ V-V
dt

v=-Vdp + {l+KjV^v

% ^ ^ - ^ .

+ K^'7xa)+e^ Rd-^Sy

ft) = C; V (V-ft))-c; Vx(VxG>)+A:,(VXV-2ft)),
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+N^{u-v),

(5.20)

(5.21)

HxP\ — + V-V d = p{w+h,s)+KjV^e
\ot

+ d\SO['^-xcl))-{Vxcb)X

(5.22)

)

fB
\
H,q — + v V 7 = y^'(w + /i,5)+x-; VV+^'[Vr(Vxft>)-(Vxft>).],

(5.23)

(

— + V-V + 1 M = V .

(5.24)

The new dimensionless coefficients are

//
C, =

d^
^,2
//rf

P^c^d^

, N^=KNo—,
//

P^c^d^

jud^

a = --^-^
Kd PQ

(5.25)

and the dimensionless Rayleigh number i?, analogous solute number 5, thermal Prandtl
number /?, and the analogous Schmidt number q are

k
k'
where KJ = —^— and KJ = — ^ are the thermal diffusivity and the solute diffusivity,
P^c.

P^c.

respectively.
The boundaries are considered to be free. The case of two free boundaries is little
artificial except in astrophysical situations but it enables us to find analytical solutions.
Thus the boundary conditions appropriate to problem are
w = 0,—-r- = 0, (Vxfi)) =0, ^ = 0,x=Oat z = 0 and z = l.

(5.27)

5.3 LINEAR THEORY: DISPERSION RELATION
Since the perturbations applied on the system are assumed to be very small, the
products, the

second

and

higher

order
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perturbations are

negligibly

small.

Under the linearized theory, second and higher order terms are neglected and
only

the

linear

terms

are

retained.

Accordingly,

(v-V)v, (vV)^, (vV)ft), (vV)j', veiVxo))

the

and Vy{VxQ))

non-linear

terms

in equations (5.20)-

(5.23) are neglected.
Eliminating s between equations (5.22) and (5.23) with the help of equation (5.24) and
applying the curl operator twice to resulting equation and linearizing, we obtain
(5.28)

//>/^>^-v
dt
H,q

7=

dt

(5.29)

at

Eliminating u between equations (5.20) and (5.24), we obtain

L,v = Lj

- V(5p + (i +/i:,) v^v + A:,V X 6>+ RO-^Sy
? J
^2

-\

(5.30)

-\

where L , = a — - + F —, L, =a — + 1 a n d F = / + l.
'
dt^
dt
'
dt
Applying the curl operator to equation (5.21) and taking z -component, we get
(5.31)

at

where K, and C'Q accounts for coupling between vorticity and spin effects and that of
spin diffusion, respectively and O^, = (V x a)^.
Applying the curl operator twice to equation (5.20) and taking z -component, we get
(5.32)

L^V^w = L^

where V f = - ^ + ^ , V ^ ax'

ay''

^'
dx^ + dy^

dz 2
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*

(5.33)

We now analyze an arbitrary perturbation into a complete set of normal modes and then
examine the stability of each of these modes individually. For the system of equations
(5.28), (5.29), (5.31) and (5.32), the analysis can be made in terms of two dimensional
periodic waves of assigned wave-numbers. Thus we ascribe to all quantities describing
the perturbation dependence on x, y and t of the form
exp[i{k^x + k^,y)+nt\,

(5.34)

where k = {kl +k^^Y^ is the resultant wave number, k^ and k^. are real constants and
n is the stability parameter which can be, complex, in general. The solution of the
stability problem requires the specifications of the state for each k. The above
considerations allow us to suppose that the perturbations quantities have the form
[w, Q,, ,0,y] = [Wiz), Q^ (z), e{z), Hz)] exp (ik^ + ik^ y + nt),

(5.35)

then the equations (5.28), (5.29), (5.31) and (5.32) become
{an + \)[H^p^n-[D^ -k^^0

= {an + H^)W-[an + \)5Q^,

(5.36)

{an + \){H^qn-[D^ -k^J^r = {an + H^)W-{an + \)d'Q^,

(5.37)

{i^n + 2A-(D^ -e'f^Q^=-A(D^
[D^ -e)lan'

-e)w,

(5.38)

+Fn)-[an + \){\ + K,)(D' -e^W

= {an + \)[-Re0

K,(D^-e)QX
. K, ^ -. A
where A = —j,i^=j2—,
CQ

L,=a^+F^
3r^

K^

+ ^Ser

+

(5.39)

^ d
d
,
3 ,
D = —, -—-n,L2-a—+ \-an + \,
dz at
at

= an'+Fn.

(5.40)

dt

The boundary conditions (5.27) transform to
W = D^W=Q^=0 = r^Q2ii

z = Q,\.

(5.41)
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Using the boundary conditions (5.41), we can show that all the even order derivatives
of W must vanish on the boundaries, therefore the proper solution for W characterizing
the lowest mode is
W = 'W^?,mKz,

(5.42)

where W^ is a constant.
Eliminating 0, F, Q^ from equations (5.36)-(5.39) and substituting above solution,
we obtain
\b[an^ + Fn)+b^{an + \)[\ + K,^{H,p^n + h]{H,qn + b]{i,n + 2A + b] = {Rk^[an + H^)
{i^n-^2A + b)-Rk^{

^SkHan
9

l) Abd] {H

b]-\^Sk^{an

+ H^){i^n^2A + b)-

+ \)Abd'\{H^p^n + b}+{an + \){H,p^n + b} {H^qn + b}K.Ab\

^

(5.43)

J

where b = n:^ +k\
5.4 T H E CASE O F OSCILLATORY MODES
Equating the imaginary parts of equation (5.43), we have
n. n'ab^Hfp^qi^ +nf\-2AH,qab^ -H.qab' -H.Fp^iqy
-H^p^qbH^ -aH^p^qb^ -aH^i,qb'-2AaH^p^K^qb^

-^Sk^HfK,p^qAb^a-2aAHfp,qb^
-aH^p^qb'K^

-H^p^qb^i^K, -2AH^p,ab^ -H^p.ab^ -ab^i,-H^p^i,Fb^

-aH.i^qb^K^

-aH^p^nfb^K^ +H^p^l,ab^

+ Rk^a£^H,q}+b^{aK, +a}+b^{2A + 2AaK^ +H^p^ +£, -2AHfFbp, -H^Fp^qb^ + K,H,p^
+ K,i^-^Sk^aK^A
9

+ H^q + K,H^q + F\-\-bA2aH^p,i^-^Sk''H,p^K^A
J
I
9

+ 2AH^p^+2AH^K,q + 2AF]+bA-^Sk^H,qK,A-Rk^a
+ ^Sk^a-Rk^(Hlq
9

+ Rk^SA\ +

+ 2AH^q
b\-^Sk^aSA

+ 2Aa + H,i,-H^qSA)\ + ^Sk^{2Aa + H,e^}-Rk^2aH^q
J 9
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=0.(5.44)

Equation (5.44) yields that either n, =0 or n, ^0, which means that the modes are
either non-oscillatory or oscillatory. In the absence of suspended particles and solute
parameter (5.44) reduces to
n,. [b'{2A + iXl+K,)}+

Rk ^SAb']= 0

(5.45)

and term within in the brackets is definitely positive, which implies that n. =0.
Therefore, the oscillatory modes are not allowed and principal of exchange of stabilities
is satisfied in the absence of suspended particles number density and solute parameter.
The presence of the suspended particles number density and the solute parameter, bring
oscillatory modes (as n, may not be zero) which were non-existent in their absence.
5.5 THE CASE OF OVERSTABILITY
We now discuss the possibility of whether the instability may occur as overstability. Put
n = itii, it being remembered that n may be complex. Since for overstability, we wish
to detennine critical Rayleigh number for the onset of overstability, it suffices to find
conditions for which (5.43) will admit of solution with n, real.
Substituting n = in^ in equation (5.43), the real and imaginary parts of equation (5.43),
yield

-n^\lFH^qA + lAa{H,q{\ + K,) + i,+H^p,K^]+H^p^q{\ + K,)
+ H,[{\ + K,){i,q + i,p,)+p\F

+ 2A)]+Ft,+b'{aH,{q + p,){\ + K,) + a^,{\ + K,)]

-\•b^\lAH^F{p^+lq)+2H^ p,{aq + AK^q) + aj[+b'{\-\- K^) + b*{2 + K,)A
^AbH, +^'(//, -^A)}-nf {H,q[2A + b-SAb)a
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+ l\H^q + ab^-'

(5.46)

and
Rk^[-ai,H^qn]+2aH^qn,-^H^bqn.+2Aban.+ab^n.-\-H,i,bn.

+ ^Sk%~5'Abn.

-lAan.

-abn. -H, ^, n. -H^K, p^qAb^an] +aK^Ab'n. +H,p^K,Ab^n.

+ H,qK, Ab^n]=ab^Hfp,qi,nf
-H,F p^i,qn]b^ -2aAH^

-aSAb^rt,-H^qSAbn]

-2AH,qab^n',

-H.qab'n]-lAH^Fbp^n]

p,qn]b^ -aH^p^qn^b^

-aH^l^qn]b^

-HfF

p^qnfb^

-lAaH^p^K^qn^b''

-Hf p,qn] b" £, +2AH,qn^ b^ +H,qn, b' -Hfp^qnf b^ i^K, -aHf p^ qnf b'K, -aH^i^qn] b'K^

-2AH^ n. qb' +K^H^ qn. b' -2AH^p^an] b^ -H, /?, an] b" -an] b' i-H^ p, e,Fn] b" +Fn, b"

+ 2AFn, b^ -H^ p/, anf b^ +2An, b^K^ +an.b^ -aH^p,

+ 2aH^p,i^b^n,+H^p^b\,•¥b\,^,-\•2AH^p^b\,

n] b^ +2AaK^b\,

+aK^b^n,

+ K^H^p^b\•+K,i^n•,b\

(5.47)

Eliminating R between equations (5.46) and (5.47), we get
n^[a^H^p/\q^{\

+ K,) +

a^b^H^p,q^(\-SA)+a^b^H^l]p^q{H,-\)\

+ n][Hlb^ap^q^{H^ -F) + a^b^H^qp,i^{^-SA)+

+ a^q^l^Hlp,b^(\-5A)

+ a^^b'H^p,l^q[\-dA)-Hlp^ql^ab^{-aK,+F)

+ a^Hf£^SAb''q{p,-q)-Hfq^ab'SA{2Aa

+ a£]Hfq^{l+K,)-ab^l,Hfp,q{H,-l)

-ab£]FH,{p^-q)-i]Hfq^b^{2aA
-Hf£]ab{q-p^)

a^b^H^i^p^q(\-5A)+

+ F£,) +

+ F£^)-Hfq^a^b^(l-SA)

+

+

+ 2Aa^Hfp^K.q^^b^[SA-1) + 2AH]q^p/^b^q^(//,
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+ a^b*H^p^q[\-S/i)

Hfp^qSAab^£^{l-Fq)-p^Hfq^SAa'b'{F-aK^)

+ H]Fp^q^ab'(l-SA)

a^H,p,£]b^ -a^bH]H^{q-p,K^)-AA^H^q^a^b^{\

H',b^q^p,i\F-aK,)

4A^H]q^bp^a{H^-F)

b*a^H]q^i^PiSA{F-aK^)
-F)-a^Hfq^p^b'

+ H^p^)-a£^Hlp,q^[b^

-q]

-a^b^£]

q
+

q
^Sk^al^Hlp,K^Aq^b^ +

q
n^[b''{a^H^qpXl-SA)+a^H,p,K^q{\-dA)+daH,q{l-K^p^)

q
+ dAqH^p,a'{\ + K,^+b'[H,a'p^(ldA-i\

+ SAa^l,q{-H^+\) + a^i,+p^SA!\-\-H,a{F-aAK,)q''

+ ^Sk^H^aK,l^q(SA-\)+aqK,[H^-F)-2AH^a^p^q{\

+ K^^

q
+ b'{a^(l-SA)+H,qiia{l+Kj
+ Hlp^q''dAa'{H^-F)+2AH]i,q{\
-^Sk^aAi,H^q{\
q

+ HfFpi£^q(l-SA)+a^H,p^{l
+

+ K^)SA +

H,p^q{H,-F)

K,)+H^p^i>^q{2-dA)+^Sk^H^qK^a^-SA)
q

+ K^)+H^i^qa'(2-6A)-AAi^q{H,-F)

+

H^q{K,+2H^)-dA{\-\-K^)

+4A'//,9(l+/s:,}f^^//f9(l+/i:,)}+fe42A//,p,9(//,-F)+Z4i/,'F^,9(//,-^)+2aA//,/?,(l+A',)

+2A//,V(/f, -F)+//,g(l-^)+2a'A(jA-2)+2A'a/f,(//, -F)-//,/;,a{l-M)(F-aAA,)
+ 2aHlq^{H,-F)+H^q{i-SjC)-¥AA-Hlp^K,a{H^

-F) + aH,pXH^ -dA)

-^Sk'H^p^K,q^A[aAK^+2H,)-aH^p,{).-SJ>^{F-aAK^)\

+ b^\rAa'A^\l + H,p,{l + K^)}

+ SAab'H^i^q{\ + K,) + SAab'H,p^l^^{\ + K,) + AA^5H^qa'b^{\ + K,) + H^p^^^ab'(SA-\)-H^i^qab'{\ + K^)
-AH,p^S{2aA + Fe^) + 2aAH,p^{aAK^ +2H,)-i]Hf

+aK,H,p,{H^ -l)-^Sk^H^qa^b^(SA-S'A)-^Sk'

p^{\

+K,)-2aAFH^p^(2-SA)-FH/]

H,p^q^K^(2-SA-SX)+H^p^SAb^{H^ - F )
q

+ b{2AHfqa{H^ -F) + AaA^H,p,{H^ -F)+AA^Hlp,qE,[H,

-F)+^Sk^Hlp^qliH^

q
+ b'[{\-H^)a-aH,[\ + K^)] + b''[H^q{\ + K,)+H,pXl-SA)q-H,pXH^-SA)q
+
q

^Sk^aK,{l-SA)+H,p,{H,-F) + b'- ^Sk^H^p,KXH^-SA)+AA^H^q{H,-F)
q

ni

-l)

J

+ Hfp,K,A.^Sk^

(SA-l)+a{(l-SA)+K,{l-H,)} + b' ^Sk^H,qK,A{H,-SA)

+4A'//,^(//,-F) + 4A'//,'^l-M)+(l + /:,){4aA(l-//,)-/f,p,(//,-M)fA^,<^}-aAA:,(l-//,)l
+b' ^SeA^K,ab'(2-5A-d'A)+a5Ab'(5A-\)+2A^a{{2

+ K,)[\-H,)]-AA^H,p^b'q{H^-F)

-SA'{2F + H,p,{2^K,% + b^ ^Sk^H,iXSA-d'A)-2A^H^p,{\^K,)
^Sk^SAH,q{H,-l) + b ^Sk'Hfq

+
q

q

+ ^Sk^{^-5A)H^q

(l-SA)+^Sk'Hfq(\-SA) = 0.
q

(5.48)

It is evident from the equation (5.48) that oscillatory modes will not be present for all
values of parameters. For example, in the absence of coupling between spin and heat
flux (^ = o) and that of between spin and analogous solute flux (^' = o), solute
parameter (5 = O) and in the absence of suspended particles (a = 0 = / = /i,), equation
(5.48) allows only n, = 0 and so overstable solution will not take place if K^p^ < 2.
The presence of suspended particles and coupling between spin and heat flux, and that
of between spin and analogous solute fluxes bring overstability in the system.
For stationary convection i.e. «, = 0 and in the presence of coupling between spin and
heat fluxes [S ^ o) and that of between spin and solute fluxes [S'^o),

equation (5.46)

reduces to
^' Sk^[A{-S'b + {l + K,)ab' +H,{2A + b)}]+b'{2 + K^)A + b'{l + K^)
R=

k^[2AbH^+b^(l-SA)]

(5.49)

In the absence of stable solute parameters (5 = 0, <?' = o) , equation (5.49) reduces to

R=

{l + K^)b^+A{2 + K,)b'
k^[2AH,+b{l-SA)\
'

(5.50)

a result in good agreement with that of Sharma and Kumar [2002].
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In the absence of suspended particles (a = 0 = /z, = / ) and coupling between spin and
heat fluxes (J = 0), equation (5.49) further reduces to

^-

¥^X^)

'

^^-^^^

a result derived by Perez-Garcia and Rubi [1982].
For Newtonian viscous fluid, i.e. J = 0 = ^', AT, = 0 and in the absence of solute
parameter (5 =0), equation (5.51) further reduces to
R = jT^

(5.52)

which agrees with earlier result (Chandrasekhar [1961]).
5.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equation (5.48) has been examined numerically using the Newton-Raphson method
through the software Fortran 90. We have plotted the variation of Rayleigh number
with respect to wave-number using equation (5.46) satisfying equation (5.48) for
overstable case and equation (5.50) for stationary case, for the fixed permissible values
of the dimensionless parameters A = 0.5,^ = 1, J ' = 1.5, p, =5, q= 0.035, F= 1.005,
//, = 1.01, a= 10,K^ = 1 and ^, =1.
Figures (5.1)-(5.4) correspond to three different values of the solute parameter i.e.
S =30, 20, 10 and in the absence of solute parameter, respectively. It is evident from
the graphs that Rayleigh number increases with the increase in stable solute parameter
even in the presence of suspended particles (fine dust) number density depicting the
stabilizing effect of solute parameter. Moreover, the solute parameter and the
suspended particles introduce oscillatory modes in the system. It is also noted from
figures that Rayleigh number for overstability is always less than the Rayleigh number
for stationary convection, for a fixed wave-number.
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Figure 5.1: The variation of Rayleigh number(/?) with wave number {k) for A = 0.5,
^ = 1 , J' = l.5, p, = 3,9 = 0.035,F = 1.005,//, ^l.01,a = lO,K,=l, i^=l and5 = 30.
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Figure 5.2: The variation of Rayleigh number (/?) with wave number [k) for A = 0.5,
S=l,J' = l.5, p, = 3,^ = 0.035,F = 1.005,//, =l.Ol,a = lO,K^ =1,^, =1 and 5 = 20.
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Figure 5.4: The variation of Rayleigh number (/?) with wave number {k) for A = 0.5,
S=l,J' = l.5, p^ = 3,q = 0.035,F = l.005,H,=l.O^,a = lO,K^=l,e^ =1 and 5 = 0 .
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